
 TRADING MOMENTUM 

 Momentum trading is the strategy of tracking a stock or asset’s trend 
 with the assumption that it will continue the pattern. 

 Remember…  Higher Highs  and  Higher Lows  ? 

 Now I have an expanded view of momentum forged from decades of 
 academic finance studies, various types of experimentation, and 
 analysis. 



 I’ll drill down further in a moment. But, first,  we look for extreme price 
 movements, outliers, and individual market sector ETFs to understand 
 broad market momentum better. We must also keep a close eye on price 
 and volume during periods of acceleration and deceleration. 

 One thing to note, I have found over the years that negative momentum 
 is a more powerful force than positive momentum. The simple reason 
 for this is during a negative momentum event, selling occurs at the same 
 time. Time this correctly, and you can have massive wins in short order. 
 For this reason I absolutely love to short when market momentum turns 
 negative. 

 You can see in this chart that the Russell 2000 IWM has been trading in 
 a negative momentum trend since November 2021. 

 This is what  RED  momentum looks like on a chart. You know it when 
 you see it. The true science is in identifying the actual shifts from the 
 head-fakes. 



 That’s why I deliver  Broad Market  and S&P momentum analysis to your 
 inbox daily. I don’t want people getting caught in unnecessary bull and 
 bear traps. So please pay close attention to when my indicators shift 
 color. 

 In  RED  momentum, capital is exiting the market at a frantic pace, 
 usually precipitated by large institutions panic selling. During this 
 environment I sell everything that isn’t tied down and go to an 80% cash 
 portfolio. 
 Look to the  US dollar bull index (UUP)  as a likely  place for some easy 
 wins. The dollar tends to be the cleanest shirt in the laundry when 
 momentum flashes  RED  and investors rotate out of assets  and into 
 cash. 

 Yellow  means we have a possible momentum shift as  capital rotates 
 from sectors into different assets. So this is an excellent time to dig into 
 our best point of attack for when we get a clear green signal, as this is 
 effectively the front where the bulls meet the bears. 

 Green  momentum is a sign that it’s time to go risk  on. Expect moves 
 higher to be fueled by strong upticks in price and volume. 

 Please pay close attention to volume because that’s what tells us prices 
 are going higher. When momentum is  green  I look for  capital to rush 
 into small-cap and speculative high-growth tech companies. 

 During these times, you will see Bitcoin lead a rush of bullish sentiment 
 followed by the rest of the cryptocurrency market. 



 THE WORLD’S BIGGEST INDICATOR 

 Now we don’t stop at reviewing the S&P 500 index and the broader 
 market. That’s just the starting point in our search for the  World’s 
 Biggest Trade  . 

 After that, I dig down into the data and track momentum for 11 sectors 
 and their related industries, like Healthcare down to Biotech. 

 The sectors include  Energy, Utilities, Cyclical, Defensive,  Technology, 
 Communications, Financial, Real Estate, Industrials, Materials, and 
 Healthcare  . 

 This data gets delivered each morning during pre-market hours - 
 exclusive to the  World’s Biggest Trade  members. We  are looking for 
 capital exiting one sector and entering another, and if we can time it 
 appropriately, it means HUGE wins. 

 (  World’s Biggest Trade  sector specific momentum indicator) 



 SO…WHAT IS MOMENTUM? 

 Before we dive into what  momentum  is  …  I must make one thing 
 abundantly clear, and that’s what  drives  momentum. 

 While there are many variables that influence the directional flow of 
 capital between sectors. Since 2008 the Federal Reserve is by far the 
 largest single influence on the markets. 

 When the central bank of the United States lowers interest rates to zero 
 and drops $5 trillion from the sky, markets go  UP  . 



 All of them go up. That’s why you bought that Bored Ape Yacht Club 
 NFT. 

 No?   You passed on that?  So did I. 

 So if quantitative easing makes markets go up, quantitative tightening 
 makes markets go  DOWN  . 

 Interest rates going higher and the Fed reducing its balance sheet will 
 push the markets lower - that’s what the Fed wants and they believe this 
 will fight inflation. 

 I say this so you and I are clear about the deep underlying factors 
 influencing the market right now. Because when we list all of the things 
 we are focused on in regards to trading momentum just remember… it’s 

 The Federal Reserve… 

 100 miles of dirt… 

 Then earnings… 

 Then everything else. 



 HOW EXACTLY DOES ONE TRADE 
 MOMENTUM? 

 Now we’re talking. Let’s get down to it. 

 This is why you’re here, right? 

 To learn how to manage your money like a Wall St fund manager? 

 I can tell you I don’t like to sit around and watch my money decay at a 
 rate of nine percent. I don’t have to sit idly by and take it, and neither do 
 you. Someone is always making money in the markets, and we intend on 
 that somebody being us. 

 A broad understanding of macroeconomics allows me to look for 
 opportunities where others haven’t. 



 I have access to tools most traders only dream of. It’s nice to have 
 intelligent friends. I can call on any number of global experts who, at 
 one time or another, found me sleeping on their couch or vice versa. 

 So in my daily hunt for the  World’s Biggest Trade  ,  we drill down past 
 the 11 broad sectors mentioned earlier and look for industry-specific 
 clues. 

 The stock market is irrational and reactionary. The goal is to identify 
 industry-specific catalysts before the general public reads about them in 
 their daily news. 

 When these opportunities present themselves, I look to leveraged 
 exchange-traded funds (ETFs) for quick trades, using Volume Weighted 
 Average Price (VWAP) as my compass. 

 And since  momentum  is the overarching theme of our  publication, you 
 should understand that the best vehicle for trading PURE momentum is 
 Cathie Wood’s  ARK Innovation Fund (ARKK)  and Tuttle  Capital’s 
 Short Innovation ETF (SARK).  When momentum switches  on a dime, 
 these vehicles are the best avenue to making some fast cash. 

 While momentum is the most important anomaly I study, it isn't the only 
 one. I study both the outlier opportunities, and the big fat pitfalls right in 
 front of you that you need to avoid. 

 As an economist I cannot trade Momentum without taking fundamentals 
 into consideration. So whether we are  trading the  Fed  ,  tracking 
 insiders,  or  looking for the next great leveraged ETF  you can expect 
 that we’ve dug into a business's financials. 



 Please take a look at  how  we like to trade fundamentals at the  World’s 
 Biggest Trade  for more information on the following: 

 TANGIBLE BOOK VALUE 
 HIGH PRICE-TO-SALES RATIO 
 HOW WE SHORT MOMENTUM 
 F&Z SCORE 
 EV TO EBIT 
 SELLING PUT SPREADS 


